Curriculum for the Victorian School of the E.Y.L. - July 1951

Building the People's Movement for Peace

Reading Material: Meeting of the Information Bureau of the 9 Communist Parties (Meeting held in Hungary)

Problems:
- Peace and the strategic aims of the working class
- Direction of the main blow
- United Front
- People's Front
- Role of the Communist Party on its relation to the mass organisations.

2. Youth in the Struggle for the People's Movement for Peace

Reading Material:
- Klassnenn in Marxism and Youth
- Material of E. Matthews on Youth Peace Movement in Italy
- Report of Mr. Cunningham to the B.N.C. of E.Y.L.
- Constitution of the Y.F.I. and U.U.

Problems:
- Position of youth in Australia today
- Position of Youth Organisations in Australia today
- Forces required to win the Youth for Peace
- Role of Y.F.I. and U.U.
- The Alliance of the Youth for Peace
- Lessons from the International Youth Movement in Struggle for Unity
- The way to the Alliance in Australia.

3. The E.Y.L. in the Struggle for Unity the Youth for Peace

Reading Material:
- The Youth International - Lenin in Marxism and Youth
- Material on the E.Y.L. - Stalin
- Chinese Material in Marxism and Youth
- Material of E. Matthews on Italian Youth Movement
- Constitution of the E.Y.L.

Problems:
- Character of the E.Y.L.
- Role of the E.Y.L.
- Role of org. of the E.Y.L.
- Structure of work of the E.Y.L.
- Similar problems of the
- Similar problems of the.
- Similar problems of the.
- Similar problems of the.
- Similar problems of the.
- Similar problems of the.
- Similar problems of the.
- Similar problems of the.
- Party character of the E.Y.L. and consequent problems relative to the influence of the working class in Australia.

Theresa: Max Larkin, Ann Tilley, Ron Harvey, Geoff McDonald.

The task to do as much of the reading as possible before the circle. Most of the material is available at 5th Sub.

Would you fill in the application card return to 5th Sub on that we will know how many to order for.

Weekend Camp at Camp Murray (VIC) 4th of July 1951

Cost is a prize.

Max Larkin, Enrollment No. 7-30.